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Teachers and Test Development 
 

Answers to Frequently Asked Questions 
 

Why are teachers invited to be on test development work groups? 

Teachers are experts in the content areas and grade-levels they teach. They are implementing the learning 

standards and know the instructional materials. They know how students think and react to questions. Therefore, 

teachers serve as our “boots on the ground” resource. 
 

Who is invited? 

Certificated staff who work as classroom teachers, instructional coaches, or have other instructional leadership 

roles are invited. Teachers who work with career and technical education (CTE) students, special education 

students, and English language learners are also needed in each work group. 
 

What happens to the items developed during the work groups? 

Most items are for the end-of-year state tests in English/language arts, mathematics, and science. (This includes 

the Smarter Balanced Summative and Interim Assessments.) Other items are for the WA-AIM performance tasks 

in those subjects. 
 

Why are there so many work groups each year? 

Each content area has separate meetings for each grade band (3–5, 6–8, and high school), and for each part of the 

item development process. Educator work groups also develop, review, and provide guidance on Digital Library 

and interim assessment resources prior to Smarter Balanced making these resources available to the public. 
 

Who works with these teachers? 

Most work groups are led by assessment specialists from OSPI. Some English/language arts and mathematics work 

groups work directly with Smarter Balanced and are led and/or supported by Smarter Balanced staff members or 

their item development vendor. 
 

How are teachers chosen? 

Teachers typically fill out an online application. They provide details about their education, teaching experience, 

knowledge of the learning standards, and test development experience. The applications are evaluated by OSPI 

staff to see if they meet the selection criteria. If the work group will be led by Smarter Balanced, the names and 

information from the top applicants are forwarded by OSPI for consideration alongside applicants from other 

states. If the work group will be led by OSPI, the assessment specialists review the top applicants. They select the 

teachers who will form a group which represents the diversity of schools and students in our state. The groups 

include teachers from both small schools and large schools, from both eastern and western Washington, and from 

schools with a range of diversity. We also try to include experts in CTE, special education, and English language 

learning in each group. 
 

How do teachers benefit from being in one of these work groups? 

Teachers gain an understanding of how the learning standards are assessed at the state level. They dig into the 

learning standards with an “assessment mind frame” and become very familiar with test development documents 

like item specifications and item templates. They bring this knowledge back to their schools and share it with 

other teachers. Teachers report that this experience deepens their understanding of the learning standards, helps 

focus their teaching, and improves the quality of the formative and summative assessments they use in their 

classrooms. Instructional coaches also report using the processes modeled in the work groups as the basis for 

professional development and for replicating the experience locally in order to improve the quality of school and 

district developed tests. 
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Does this cost my school anything? 

No. All costs are covered. All work group members are reimbursed for the cost of dinner, mileage, and other 

travel expenses. All other meals are provided during the meetings. All hotel rooms and flights, if needed, are 

taken care of by OSPI or by a vendor. 
 

What about substitute costs? 

If a teacher’s absence is covered by a substitute, the teacher receives a form at the meeting to bring back to the 

school district. The school district completes the paperwork with a few pieces of information and sends it to the 

address on the form. The school district is then reimbursed for the cost of the substitute. 
 

Why are the work groups so many days? 

Much of the first day is spent on training. The teachers hear the latest information about testing from the 

assessment specialists. Then they learn about how their work fits into the assessment development cycle and are 

trained for the tasks specific to their work group. The rest of the days are spent on the specific assessment 

development tasks. There is a steep learning curve, so time is needed for the work group to hit its stride. 
 

What can these teachers bring back to our school? 

Teachers can share all non-secure information from the initial training and any subsequent handouts. They can 

share the process used during the work group, including how they used resources like the standards and item 

specification documents. They can also share “aha” moments about how this information applies to their teaching 

practices. The work group members cannot share items or specific topics covered in items. For example, they 

cannot share the titles of the reading passages they wrote questions about or specific topics of mathematics 

stimuli. 

 
Item Development Process steps and work groups: 

Item Writing. 10–20 educators per work group. Teachers work in pairs or small groups to write stimuli and/or 

items aligned to the state learning standards using the item specifications. They also draft rubrics for constructed 

response items. 

Content/Item Review. 5–7 educators per work group. The group works together to review all the stimuli and 

items produced by the previous item writing work group. The reviewers edit stimuli and items during the meeting. 

They make sure that the items and rubrics are accurate in terms of content and gather clear evidence about 

student mastery of the learning standards. 

Field Test Rangefinding. 5–7 educators per work group. This group meets after the items are given to students as 

field test items (which do not count towards a student’s score). The group looks at actual student answers to 

constructed response questions and decides how to score those answers. The group edits and adjusts the rubrics 

for these items and chooses example student answers that will be used to train professional scorers. 

Data Review (Content Review with Data). 5–7 educators per work group. After every field test item is scored, this 

group meets to look at the data. The group learns about testing statistics and then looks at the statistics for every 

field test item. They decide which items can advance to the summative test bank, and which items cannot 

advance. Items included in the summative test bank can then be given to students as items that count toward 

their score. Items that do not advance are either edited and field tested again or permanently removed from the 

item bank. 

 

  


